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guide the measurement process and (2) choose among processing methods over a trade space of two or more
interdependent factors. An application operating on sensed data can be thought of as an information fusion
system made popular in the 1980s from the development of the Kalman Filter in the 1960s [4]. Information
fusion, like DDDAS, seeks to reduce uncertainty through filtering past data, estimating current states, and
predicting future needs such as that of simultaneously tracking and identifying a target [5, 6]. Using the
DDDAS concept, current trends include information management, large volume data processing, and system
software over an enterprise for real-world complex systems design [7]. DDDAS as a concept, supports the
advanced systems-level processing needed for complex information fusion systems.
DDDAS since its inception has been applied to numerous areas where complex real-world conditions are not
predetermined by the initialization parameters and initial static data [8, 9, 10]. Three common areas include
environmental modeling, situation awareness, and systems-level applications. DDDAS environmental modeling
includes oceans [11] and wild fires [12, 13]. Other examples include social services such as transportation
[14], emergency medical response [15], and waste distribution [16]. Combining the above applications in a
complex system could facilitate accurate weather prediction for emergency response as demonstrated by the
Engineering Research Center for Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA) formed by the
National Science Foundation [17]. These applications for environmental assessment have similar goals of
information fusion stochastic modeling for uncertainty assessment [18]. Even diverse applications such as
cyber situational awareness have been a forum for DDDAS [19] and IF. These applications are similar to data
registration and terrain environmental modeling frequent in the information fusion literature.
With these developments in DDDAS, further research continued to explore these areas while more broadly
applying the DDDAS concept to different applications. Hurricane modeling for weather and climate prediction
[20] and emergency response [21] cross research in information fusion where different events are modeled for
situational awareness. For example, not only sensor data from the weather, but also multi-modal imagery [22].
Multi-modal imagery can be used for information fusion object tracking, classification, and identification that
supports situation assessment, awareness, and understanding.
Enhancements were made to increase the fidelity of DDDAS modeling and simulation for forest fires [23],
civil infrastructure, and traffic management [24]. Systems-level concepts were demonstrated for manufacturing
[25] and supply chain modeling [26]. Finally, by understanding the system level situation, one can predict the
threat and trust in an system [27]. Consistent DDDAS applications in the last decade are tied to systems-level
environmental modeling. Areas of water ecology and infiltration [28, 29, 30] are important for society (e.g.,
health), the military (e.g., protection), and systems response (e.g. logistics). DDDAS continues to be a method
for a modeling a top international health concern of surface water [31] and ground water infiltration [32]. Based
on these developments and successes of DDDAS for environmental and systems-level complex modeling, its
merits consideration in information fusion.
The rationale and potential benefits of DDDAS can enhance information fusion (IF) processes. DDDAS
processes can be driven by batch-level statistical analysis would amortize the temporal variations of observed
wide-sense stationary processes into power-spectral densities or probabilistic networks. DDDAS control
effectively steers computations over a current measurements based on associations extracted from the previous
ones. Such methods are used in practice to effectively allocate computational resources by matching the
expected entropies of localized information content as a function of the multidimensional space that the
observations span. For example, in atmospheric modeling over vast areas, turbulent flows would require high
resolution over small regions, and laminar-flow dominated regions will accept coarser computations without a
noticeable degradation or artifacts. Then, the IF challenge is how to let the data dictate a dynamic assessment of
an effective processing of the observed data. While many classic works have been published on multi-grid
techniques based on batch-mode and model-driven decomposition strategies, the data-driven dynamic
partitioning strategies remain a topic of intense interest in many applications. For example, the diversity of
hard (i.e., physics based video) and soft (i.e., human based text) data may be dynamically available for IF. A
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human must effortlessly use in such hard-soft data instances that do not always lend themselves for direct
representation by computers. Capturing feature-rich associations are critical to impact overall result, which
need to be represented in a manner that can be easily integrated to steer and catalyze essential inferences.
In this paper, we will consider a spatio-temporal information relations, commonly used in computer vision,
to forecast the wide-area motion image analysis as a DDDAS problem. The diverse applications of DDDAS
show promise, such that insights can be cooperatively gained from merging the benefits of DDDAS and
information fusion such as sensor fusion, social and behavioral modeling, cognitive measurements, and mission
awareness. For example, a merging of data mining [33] as an information fusion technique with that of
DDDAS information management [34] are current trends. Applications include complex systems that are
sometimes difficult to model; however with increased multi-modal sensing, big data cloud techniques, and
enterprise architectures, DDDAS paves the way for information fusion systems management.
Section 2 overviews information fusion cast in terms of DDDAS. Section 3 presents an example of WAMI
integrated multi-modal sensing, processing, and exploitation. Section 4 concludes the paper as a way ahead for
continued exploration of merging DDDAS and information fusion techniques.
2. Information Fusion
Information fusion has been applied to many applications. One commonly accepted model is the Data
Fusion Information Group (DFIG) model [35] (shown in Figure 1) originally developed for military systems,
but adopted by the International Society of Information Fusion (www.isif.org) as a common processing
framework. The levels (L) determine the processing in the system such as L0 data registration, L1 object
tracking and identification assessment [5], L2 situation awareness [36, 37] and L3 impact assessment [38]. The
complementary control levels are: L4 sensor management, L5 user refinement [39], and L6 mission
management. Together, these levels of processing could be represented in an DDDAS framework.

Fig. 1. Data Fusion Information Group Model (L = Level)

2.1. Information fusion as a systems application
As data and sensors measurements become more available, it is important that the models and system
software be scalable, agile, and provide data relevance to user queries. User refinement [40] includes focusing
on the interaction of an operator with a system to achieve mission needs. For example, choosing the correct
sensor mode requires the modeling and adaptation of the systems to deliver the correct information in response
to a query. When the user requests objects information (L1) within a situation (L2); environmental
considerations need to be accounted for such as the time of operation (e.g., day or night), weather conditions
(e.g., clouds), and geographical information (e.g., terrain). By correctly modeling the environmental situation,
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the correct multimodal visual or infrared sensor (L4) can deliver the optimal response. Inherent in this example
is the fact that DDDAS solutions are needed for accurate environmental modeling to achieve desired objectives
and data-driven dynamic partitioning strategies. To achieve the desired results requires advances in enterprise
architectures (shown in Figure 2) that we contend is afforded by advancements in DDDAS.

Fig. 2. Information Fusion in the Enterprise.

As the information fusion system composes an enterprise, the software needs to be able to provide dynamic
responses. Examples includes tasking sensors on mission platforms [41] for resource coordination. DDDAS is a
control architecture which supports data fusion, performance prediction, and sensor management for target
tracking, recognition, and identification [42]. Accurate statistical modeling of the sensors and the environment
support that objectives are met in a timely and effective manner. One recent example of both information
fusion solutions and DDDAS applications is mission coordination and cooperative sensing for unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) [43]. Also, UAVs can be coordinated with sensors on the ground [44] that require terrain
modeling. Together, DDDAS environmental modeling of the weather for the UAVs and the terrain information
for the ground sensors would aid in the analysis of the complete system.
2.2. DDDAS mapped to the information fusion processing levels
Using our multimodal cooperative sensing example, we are interested in simultaneous target tracking and
identification (STID). Multi-modal measurements could be from infrared, visual, and/or wide-area motion
imagery (WAMI). One recent complex challenge is large data wide-area motion imagery (WAMI) [45]. WAMI
processing with information management supports moving intelligence [46]. Complications of real-time
WAMI sensor processing include a low frame rates [47] and mappings to geospatial intelligence systems [48]
such as environmental (e..g., terrain modeling). Together, DDDAS and IF support enhanced situation
awareness [49] for cooperative control of multimodal sensors as depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) data.
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Accurate statistical modeling is needed of the environment, sensor, and target data to support the
mathematical algorithms as shown in Table 1. Note that identification includes composing object recognition
and kinematic data for threat assessment of friend, foe, and neutral (FFN) affiliation.
Table 1. Information Fusion Processing Levels as DDDAS measurement, models, and mathematical solutions
Info Fusion / DDDAS Application

Measurement

Model

Algorithm

Level 0 – Data Registration

Pixels

Terrain

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

Level 1 – Object Assessment

Kinematic/Features

Kinematic/Target

Kalman Filter (KF), Joint-Belief Data
Association Filter (JBDAF)

Level 2 – Situation Assessment

Object Groups

Behavioral

Social Network Analysis (SNA)

Level 3 – Impact Assessment

Threat (FFN)

Intent/Allegiance

(Bomb) Damage Assessment (BDA)

Level 4 – Sensor Management

Look angles

Camera

Affine Transformation

Level 5 – User Refinement

Head-mounted display

Cognitive

Eye Tracker, Fitts’ Law

Level 6 – Mission Management

Objectives

Goal-driven

Reinforcement Learning (RL)

.
3. Application – Interactive Multi-Modal Sensing Processing and Exploitation
There are many attributes which compose an IF system of which we are interested in an integrated
multimodal sensing, processing, and exploitation (IMMSPE) technique. DDDAS is based on applications
modeling, mathematics, and systems software all of which are needed for cooperative sensing. For multimodal
cooperative sensing, there are many issues from which theoretical modeling supports simulations and
measurements. First, with the large amount of motion imagery (i.e., big data problem), there is a need for
cooperative sensing for real-time applications. Second, for meeting user demands, there is a need for
multimodal analysis (i.e., Data to Decision problem). Figure 4 presents our DDDAS architecture that maps to
the information fusion processing levels for Senor, User, and Mission (SUM) management.

Fig. 4. DDDAS Application of Multimodal Cooperative Sensing

On the top in Figure 4, theory aids in supporting tracking and identifying objects for sensor data
management. On the bottom, real-time measurements aid system software and sensor collections for mission
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management. In the middle, the cooperation of data (including environment, target, and sensor models)
coordinates different multimodal imagery collections for user refinement of data products. For mathematical,
simulation, and software applications, there is a focus on multiscale multimodal approaches. Here multimodal
includes [from left to right] (1) multi-cognition of different users, (2) multi-location of UAVs and ground
platforms collecting full-motion video, and (3) multi-frequency sensors such as WAMI, Infrared, and Visual
imagery. Future considerations include multi-intelligence data (multi-INT) to complement the imagery
(IMINT) such as overhead geographical (GEOINT) terrain and weather modeling. Using this framework for
our DDDAS application, we next briefly describe the mathematical modeling, statistical analysis, and the
systems software for dynamic imagery-based edge detection of static objects.
3.1. WAMI Object Edge Detector (WOED)
Edge detection is one of most fundamental operations in image analysis. In it is simplest form, it detects the
presence of spatial discontinuity. A rich set of operators exist in standard textbooks, to detect, filter, extract and
group edge segments representing lines, contours etc, but data-driven dynamic partitioning strategies are
needed. Suffice it to say that these filters are estimating the existence of an edge from an image data which
include artefacts introduced in the imaging process. The filter results contain latent uncertainties left
unmitigated by these unconstrained optimal estimators. It is worth noting that edges in this context would
originate due to roads, lane-markings, lamp-posts, bill-boards, and buildings in urban imagery shown in Figure
5. Information fusion of contextual knowledge such as geographic directions of a road-segment, or orientation
of a building can thus be used to select among the filters. A class of operators based on Gabor filters extract
edges in an evidence accumulation/validation mode. Such operators select a specific filter from a bank of
filters, each tuned to be highly sensitive to discontinuities along preferred orientation. A more nuanced view
would seek the dynamic range of the a priori orientations including representations to steer these edge
detectors. For example, we define an attractor point as a unique point on the 2D image characterized by the
context-based 3-D direction cosine of the line, perspective imaging geometry, and the exact senor location and
orientation [50].

Fig. 5. WAMI Edge Detection, contextual information such as location, height, and orientation of buildings and
roads can be fused into quantifiable information once the camera position is known.

Image registration is another fundamental operator in image analysis that aligns two or more images in a
information processing task. The simplest manifest is made of two time-separated images of a dynamic scene,
or two stereo images of a static scene observed from distinct relative-directions. Then, by definition, image
registration seeks a one-to-one non-bijective mapping made of maximal (size) simply-connected sets of pixels
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between the images. When the 3D features underlying such a patch represent a planar surface, the spatial
relation between corresponding connected sets can be characterized as an affine mapping (or homography) for
orthographic and perspective imaging applications [51, 52]. Contextual information such as height, location
and orientation of buildings can be suitably captured and exploited as a priori information to facilitate the
image registration. Registration is a fundamental and essential step to consolidate spatial information across
multiple views, or temporal information across video image sequences. Using both edge detectors and
registration techniques for stochastically varying image collections, DDDAS can support context-based image
retrieval over systems-level analysis and modelling.
3.2. WAMI Context-Based Image Retrieval
In complex scenarios, made up of more than one surface, as is the case for even a vast ground with one
building, each image will be comprised of at least two distinct patches, or four patches, in general. Contrary to
the common view, registration between a pair of WAMI images of a single building in fact involves at least
two distinct homographies and at most four distinct homographies. The challenge is to segment the images,
establish region correspondence, and estimate [51] homographies. Therein lies a data driven portioning of the
data-space, to get past the Rubicon of registration, so that higher-level inferences can be derived. Additionally,
when three or more landmarks are identified [53] in the observed image, the net information can be captured
constrain or mitigate uncertainties in camera orientation measurements as well as the camera-location [54].
For edge detection in the forward direction, there are an infinite number of possibilities, so we are not able
to comprehensively evaluate. However, for the asymmetric case, we can rule out the possibilities through
contextual analysis (e.g. pixel uncertainties due to weather contaminants) to determine the edges. With
advanced DDDAS (modelling) and information fusion (registration), the exploitation of the imagery can
support activity analysis. For example, a car moving on a road gives both the change detection for the car and a
cue as to the road location. The goal of combing DDDAS with information fusion is to use the WAMI camera
model and terrain models (even simulated) from which to quickly extract edges in an image form dynamic
scenes. Using the combined DDDAS-IF methodology, object detection would be quicker that a brute force
method in analysis that is supported by context models, simulations, and mathematical software optimization.
4. Conclusions
Future trends for both DDDAS and information fusion include big data, multi-modal sensing, information
management, and cloud computing. In this paper, we have shown a need for the synergistic developments in
DDDAS and information fusion for Wide-Area Motion Imagery modeling. The benefits so DDDAS inspired
modeling and applications software development complement multimodal cooperative sensing through
environmental modeling. We are exploring DDDAS for a variety of multimodal and multiscale imagery
analysis such as that of airborne multi-intelligence sensing as well as ground based visual [55, 56] and
TeraHertz [57, 58] imagery sensing and advanced image processing in a cloud environment [59].
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